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SUMMARY
Nowadays, speech recognition systems are everywhere. The purpose of this work
is to investigate a series of biologically inspired modifications to state-of-the-art Mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) that may improve automatic speech recognition
results. We have provided recommendations to improve speech recognition results de-
pending on signal-to-noise ratio levels of input signals. This work has been motivated by
noise-robust auditory features (NRAF) in [11] . The feature extraction technique used in
our analysis is the same as in [11] in which after a signal is filtered using bandpass filters, a
spatial derivative step is used to sharpen the results, followed by an envelope detector (recti-
fication and smoothing) and down-sampling for each filter bank before being compressed.
DCT is then applied to the results of all filter banks to produce features. The Hidden-
Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) [20] is used as the recognition back-end to perform speech
recognition given the features we have extracted. In this work, we have investigated the
role of filter types, window size, spatial derivative, rectification types, smoothing, down-
sampling and compression and compared the final results to state-of-the-art Mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients (MFCC). A series of conclusions and insights are provided for each
step of the process. The goal of this work has not been to outperform MFCCs; however,
we have shown that by changing the compression type from log compression to 0.07 root




Nowadays, applications using sound and speech are everywhere. From saying one’s ac-
count number during a call to the bank’s automated system to voice-activated commands
on phones and speech-to-text applications. Generally, there are a few important steps that
most speech recognition systems undertake before recognizing speech. In these systems,
the first step is the feature extraction stage, followed by post-processing and classification
stages.
Audition is a highly developed and complicated sense in humans. The human audi-
tory system is capable of localizing, segmenting and recognizing sounds without notice-
able degradation in recognition performance in noisy conditions. An average human with
normal hearing generally performs well at recognizing minor changes and differences in
sounds. Such minor changes most often prove difficult to be quantified by the computer-
based pattern recognition systems. One of the major reasons for the performance differ-
ences between the human ear and the computerized recognition systems could be due to
differences in the type of features extracted by different recognition techniques. Under-
standably some recognition systems perform better than others. The state-of-the-art recog-
nition features are the mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) that have shown to
perform well in audio processing and speech recognition applications. In addition, MFCCs
are computationally efficient and easy to implement; however, they do not perform well
in noisy signal conditions due to the discarding of temporal information and utilization of
triangular filters.
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In this work, we study performance of two other types of biologically inspired features,
and the effect of changing time constants, window size, compression type, adjacent chan-
nel reduction and rectifications types on the overall speech recognition performance using
AURORA 2 connected digits data set. The two types of feature sets that we investigate and
compare to Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), are Noise Robust Auditory Fea-
tures (NRAFs) that are implemented using bilinear transformation, and features similarly
extracted using Butterworth filters. We evaluate these features using clean speech and six




In this work, we investigate robustness of a series of biologically inspired modifications to
state-of-the-art features proposed by [11] and [12]. We evaluate our results using a con-
nected digit recognition data set known as Aurora 2.0, and we use the Hidden Markov
Model Toolkit (HTK) [20] to determine the percent accuracy of the recognition task.
Aurora 2.0 is a database that contains sets of connected digits consisting of clean
speech, as well as noisy speech which have been degraded by different noise conditions
at 6 signal-to-noise ratios. The testing data consists of three sets: A, B and C. Set A con-
tains clean speech as well as noisy speech of types subway, babble, car and exhibition hall.
Set B contains clean speech in addition to noisy speech of types street, airport, restaurant
and train station noise. Set C contains noisy speech of types subway and street noises in
addition to clean speech. All noisy speech for all sets are provided at SNRs 20, 15, 10, 5, 0
and -5.
The AURORA database is explained in detail in [10] . This database is designed to help
evaluate the performance of speech recognition algorithms under noisy conditions. Aurora
has developed standards for Distributed Speech Recognition (DSR) in which the speech
analysis is done in the telecommunication terminal and the recognition at a central location
in the telecom network. TIDigits database was used as basis to create the Aurora data set.
From TIDigits database the data containing isolated digits spoken by US-American male
and female adult speakers are used, as well as sequences of up to 7 digits. For the pur-
poses of creating the clean dataset of AURORA, the original data are sampled at 20 kHz
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then down-sampled to 8 kHz using an ideal low-pass filter to extract the spectrum between
0 and 4 kHz. Additional filtering is done at this point to take into account the realistic
frequency characteristics of the telecommunication terminals. Once additional filtering is
applied, some noise is artificially added at different signal-to-noise (SNR) ratios. Noise
types are chosen such as to reflect the most likely telecommunication scenarios. The noise
types are Suburban train, Babble, Car, Exhibition hall, Restaurant, Street, Airport and Train
station. The noises are a combination of stationary, i.e. car and exhibition hall, and non-
stationary types, i.e. street and airport. Comparing the noises on a spectral level, the noises
appear to be similar, such that the low-frequency region of the long-term spectra seems to
have the majority of the signal energy. The noise signals are added to the TIDigits at SNRs
20dB, 15dB, 10dB, 5dB, 0dB and -5dB. Two training modes are defined in [10]. The first
is training on clean data only, the second is training on clean and multi-condition data.
For the purposes of this thesis, training is done on clean data only. The advantage of
training on clean data only is that speech is modelled without any type of distortion which
allows the model to be suited for representing all available speech information. For clean
only training set, 8440 utterances from the TIDigits are selected that correspond to 55 adult
males and 55 adult females. Signals are then filtered with G.712 characteristics. G.712
refers to one of the standard frequency characteristics defined in ITU [13], in which be-
tween 300 and 3400 Hz the curve is flat. For testing, three different sets are defined such
that each one has 4004 utterances of 52 males and 52 females that are selected from TIDig-
its testing set. These 4004 utterances are then split into four subsets, each now including
1001 utterances that have samples from all speakers. Then, one of the noise signal types are
added to the utterances in each subset at the SNR levels of 20dB, 15dB, 10dB, 5dB, 0dB
and -5dB to create 6 noisy conditions per noise type. The seventh condition is created using
clean data only for testing. From the three testing sets, Set A uses four noise types which
are suburban train, babble, car and exhibition hall. Set B has restaurant, street, airport and
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train station for noise types. Set A and B each have 4 (noise types) x 7 (6 different SNRs +
clean) x 1001 utterances = 28028 utterances in total. In addition, in Sets A and B the speech
and noise are filtered using G.712 [13] before being added. On the other hand, Set C has
only 2 subsets instead of four each with 1001 utterances totalling to 14014 utterances. Also
in the case of Set C, the speech and noise are filtered using the MIRS characteristics [13]
instead of the G.712. MIRS characteristic refers to one of the standard frequency charac-
teristics defined in ITU [13], in which between 300 and 3400 Hz the curve shows a rising
characteristic with an attenuation of lower frequencies [10]. The noise types used for Set C
are suburban train and street.
The poor performance of Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) in noisy condi-
tions is due to the reasons that follow. MFCCs are obtained by doing a short-time Fourier
Transform to approximate the frequency decomposition along the basilar membrane. The
critical bands are modelled using triangular filters placed uniformly along the log frequency
axis. Log compression and discrete cosine transform are later used to compress and decor-
relate the features [6]. Block processing of the frequency bins results in non-smooth signals
in each channel that have lost temporal characteristics. Another contributor to the poor per-
formance of MFCCs under noisy conditions is the use of log compression. This is due to
the large negative excursions of the logarithm function for values close to zero, which leads
to a spreading of energy in the transform domain after the DCT operation [11]. The use of
FFT and triangular filtering in MFCCs lead to discarding non-quantifiable information. In
addition, triangular filters are sensitive to small changes in frequency hence they are sensi-
tive to noise.
A better design that is less sensitive to changes in frequency, in which energy estima-
tion is smoother in each channel, is obtained using bandpass filters placed exponentially.
In this case, signal strength is estimated using an envelope detector, which is implemented
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by a rectifier and a low-pass filter. Since the central auditory neurons do not respond to fast
temporal modulations [18], smoothing over 10 ms should not discard relevant information.
The use of bandpass filters result in frequency spreading across channels since their de-
sign is not very sharp. The spatial derivative, models the lateral inhibitory network in the
cochlear nucleus [18]. Applying spatial derivative limits the frequency spreading across
channels and results in sharper filter responses. Preliminary study by [11] shows that spa-
tial derivation helps enhance clean and high SNR conditions, but does not help low SNR
conditions because it might remove some signal information .
RelAtive SpecTrAl (RASTA) features improve robustness of speech recognition in
noisy conditions and its implementation includes critical band analysis, temporal filter-
ing and equal loudness adjustments. The noise robustness comes from filtering out slow
changing factors that interfere with speech [5]. The authors in [7] extract an auditory based
feature set by a model consisting of cochlear filtering, inner hair cell and lateral inhibition.
Furthermore, they only retain the cochlear channel outputs that are more likely to fire the
neurons of the central auditory system. The latter features are extracted using principal
component analysis (PCA) of non-linearly compressed auditory spectrum. They then eval-
uate their features using Aurora 2.0 database and show a 40% and 18% improvements in
average word error rates compared to the Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) and
RelAtive SpecTrAl (RASTA) features, respectively. The authors in [7] have implemented
the cochlear filters by using 128 overlapping constant-Q asymmetric bandpass filter, such
that their center frequencies are uniformly placed along a logarithmic frequency axis. The
inner hair cell (IHC) is implemented by a high-pass filter for fluid-cilia coupling, a sig-
moid function for non-linearity of the ionic channel, and a low-pass filter to model the
phase-locking decrement in the auditory nerve beyond 2 kHz. The lateral inhibitory net-
work (LIN) of the central auditory system is modelled by a difference operation between
adjacent frequency channels followed by a half-wave rectifier to model the non-linearity
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of the neurons of the Lateral Inhibitory Network. To model the inability of the neurons
in responding to rapid temporal changes, a temporal filtering over a short time window is
used. The output of this type of modelling is the auditory spectrum [18]. The authors have
replaced the triangular filters of the MFCCs with the auditory spectrum and thereby claim
that the noise robustness of their auditory-based features (ABF) is due to the way they
have modelled the Inner Hair Cells and the Lateral Inhibitory Network. The phase-locking
decrement modelling of the IHC, enhances the signal and the first-order spatial derivative
modelling of the LIN reduces the effect of noise [17]. The authors compute the discrete
cosine transform (DCT) of the logarithm of the auditory spectrum, keep 13 of the coeffi-
cients, and their delta and delta-delta features as well to create a 39-dimensional feature
vector. They have used 16 states per digit and 3 Gaussian mixtures per state. For silence
they have used three states with 6 Gaussian mixtures per state, and one state short pause
model tied to the middle stage of the silence model.
Cui et al. [2] evaluate their noise robust feature extraction algorithms on the Aurora
2 data set. The authors use modified versions of their technique in order to handle SNR
mismatch and channel mismatch, and obtain a 47% error rate reduction on Aurora 2 clean
training. The methods presented here are for Distributed Speech Recognition (DSR). After
the speech versus non-speech detection is done, a Variable Frame Rate (VFR) technique
is used in order to choose speech frames. To differentiate between speech and non-speech
the input signal goes through a wait-word-pause three state model after the online SNR
is determined using log energy. Meanwhile, artificially added white noise is added to the
input signal and spectral entropy is calculated afterwards. Then the result is combined with
the output from the three-state model in order to determine if the current frame is speech or
non-speech. The choice of spectral entropy over energy is that in noisy conditions spectral
entropy is more robust hence can act as a complement to energy. For VFR, The authors
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use a multiple of 2.5 ms for frame shift and a less than 100 frames per second for an aver-
age frame rate. The selection of frame rates are based on the derivatives of weighted log
energy Euclidean MFCC distances. In the transition state of speech from consonants to
vowels, the Euclidean MFCC distances demonstrate faster changes when compared to the
steady-state. The output of the VFR is then run through Fast Fourier Transform, which then
the Harmonic Demodulation (HD) is applied to its output in order to reduce the difference
between the clean and noisy speech spectrum. The outputs of the HD are then put through
a Mel-filter bank to compute their log magnitudes and apply Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT). Peak-isolation and peak-to-valley ratio locking are then applied to the output of the
DCT. Finally RASTA filters are applied to the selected frames to produce the noise robust
features. Peak isolation is done because in the presence of noise, peaks of the speech spec-
trum are critical in sound perception. The peak isolation is done by enhancing the peaks by
liftering the spectral domain followed by an IDCT to transform back to the spectral domain
and then a half-wave rectifier. The peak-to-valley ratio locking, sets the ratio by assigning
the highest peak a fixed value of 10 then scaling all other outputs of the Mel-filters.
In [10] the frame rate is set to 100 Hz such that the frame shift is 10 ms. On the recog-
nition side, the HTK software package is used [20]. To model the digits, 16 states per
word are used with mixtures of 3 Gaussian mixture models per state. To start the process
a vector size of 39 using 12 cepstral coefficients and the logarithmic frame energy plus the
corresponding delta and acceleration coefficients. In addition, pause models are defined for
silence and pause. The first pause model is called sil which models the pauses before and
after the utterance and is created using 3 states and 6 Gaussian mixture models per state.
The second pause model is called sp and is used to model pauses between words and is
created using 1 state tied in with the middle state of sil.
The authors who created the Aurora front-end in [10] performed recognition using HTK
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[20]. The AURORA front-end used for recognition is created by computing 12 Mel fre-
quency cepstral coefficients excluding order 0 and attaching a 13th component, which is
the logarithmic frame energy. The 12 coefficients are determined for a speech frame of
25 ms and frame shift of 10 ms. To achieve their cepstral analysis schemes, the authors
in [10] also performed offset compensation using a notch filtering operation, as well as a
pre-emphasis with a factor of 0.97. In addition, they applied a Hamming window and used
a FFT based Mel filter bank with 23 bands ranging from 64 Hz up to half the sampling
frequency. In the recognition task, delta and acceleration coefficients are respectively at-
tached to the 13 dimensional Aurora front-end described above, to create a vector of length
39 coefficients. The performance measure for test sets are calculated as the average over
all noises and all SNRs between 0 and 20dB (excluding -5dB SNR from the average). The
average word accuracy for testing sets A, B and C using clean only training, are 61.34%,
55.74% and 66.14% respectively [10]. The authors note that the recognition accuracy is
lower for the noises containing non-stationary segments, which are the noise types babble,
restaurant, airport and train, hence the recognition accuracy results of Set B are expected to
be lower than that of Set A. Also, Set C which does not include any non-stationary noise,
has high accuracy result [10].
In [7] the authors evaluate the robustness of their biologically inspired features for au-
tomatic speech recognition derived based on the early processing stages of the human ear.
To do so, they replace triangular filters of MFCCs with an auditory model consisting of
the cochlear filtering, inner hair cell and lateral inhibition. The authors apply Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) to the non-linearly compressed auditory spectrum to extract
a feature set that represents the cochlear channel outputs of the neurons within the central
auditory system that are most likely to fire. The evaluation is done on the Aurora 2 database
and the average error rate improvement is 40% and 18% compared to MFCCs and RASTA
features, respectively. The authors focus on the early auditory (EA) processing instead of
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a multi-scale cortical representation since the EA is computationally expensive but still ro-
bust to noise [7]. In Auditory Based Features (ABF) they replace the triangular filte rbanks
of the MFCC with the early auditory processing model proposed [17]. To obtain ABF, the
authors compute the discrete cosine transform (DCT) of the log of the auditory spectrum
and use the 13 coefficients, and append delta and acceleration coefficients, to create a 39
dimensional feature vector. The authors perform the speech recognition task on the Aurora
2 database using the Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK). They use three types of fea-
ture extraction algorithms. First the ABF feature extraction technique is used as described
above. Second and third techniques are basically obtained via some type of post-processing
of the auditory spectrum. The PCA-ABF applies PCA to the auditory spectrum to get 13
features and append the delta and acceleration coefficients to obtain a vector of size 39. The
logPCA-ABF applies the PCA algorithm to the log of the auditory spectrum to find 13 co-
efficients and later append the delta and delta-delta coefficients to create a 39-dimensional
vector. The idea behind using PCA is that the channel outputs of the auditory spectrum that
carry that fire neurons carry the most significant information. Using PCA, filter outputs
are linearly transformed into a reduced dimension representing the strong components of
the spectrum that preserve most of the signal energy. In the case of PCA-ABF, it outper-
forms MFCCs and ABFs for SNR 10 and below, however for clean speech and SNR above
10 ABF outperforms both [7]. In the case of logPCA-ABF, a non-linearity component,
modelling the Outer Hair Cells (OHC) is also added to provide an amplification to signals
at low levels. To model the non-linear compression of the OHC, a logarithmic amplitude
transformation is used. To apply OHC to the feature extraction process, the logarithm is
applied to the auditory spectrum then passed through PCA to obtain logPCA-ABF coeffi-
cients. The logPCA-ABF results show improvements for test sets A and B in regards to
average word accuracy, as well as the relative word error rate (WER) improvement when
compared to MFCCs and RASTA features. The logPCA-ABF shows a 40.2% and 18.71%
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relative Word Error Rate improvement over MFCC and RASTA feature performance, re-
spectively. The authors show results for test sets A and B, and exclude results for Set C
in which MIRS is used for filtering instead of G.712 as for sets A and B. Hence the result
of this feature extraction in response to attenuation of low frequencies as done in set C is
unstated and hence pointing to a possible degradation in relative performance.
In [11] the authors propose ways to improve the noise robustness of Mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients (MFCCs). The authors use bandpass filters to utilize the temporal in-
formation of the signal that is otherwise discarded by triangular filters. In addition, they use
a spatial subtraction stage to further improve the performance of the band-pass extracted
features. Also, root compression is used instead of log compression in MFCCs, to produce
more compact energy values after DCT.
Using the HTK toolkit front-end in [20], the authors use 23 channels to extract MFCCs.
Thirteen MFCC coefficients (including the zeroth coefficient) are then mean and variance
normalized, delta and acceleration coefficients are appended to create a feature vector of
size 39. For the bandpass filters, thirteen features are extracted using the first 13 of the
32 one-sixth octave channels (including the zeroth coefficient) and delta and acceleration
coefficients are also appended to create a feature vector of size 39. All coefficients are then
mean and variance normalized [1]. The authors show through evaluations that by using a
larger root compression (i.e. power of 0.3 instead of 0.07) a better performance is obtained
in the case of clean speech; however, more compression can negatively affects the perfor-
mance in noisy conditions. The authors use a root compression of 0.3 in their analysis
regardless of the condition of the signal.
To obtain a smoother energy estimation, the authors in [11] use exponentially spaced
band-pass filters and estimate the signal strength using a half-wave rectifier followed by
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a low-pass filter. This process is called envelope detection. In order to improve the per-
formance of BPF-MFCC features, the authors add another stage after envelope detection
called spatial derivative. To limit the frequency spreading caused by the use of BPFs,
spatial derivative is proposed which is implemented as taking the difference between ad-
jacent channels and is motivated by the lateral inhibitory network in the cochlear nucleus.
The features produced after this stage are referred to as NRAFs. The spatial derivative
also enhances the spectral contrast especially in the case of clean and high SNR condi-
tions. However, in the low SNR cases, the noise variance is equal or greater than that of
the signal, hence spatial derivative results in a loss of signal due to subtraction between
channels [11] .The authors perform the speech recognition task on the Aurora 2 data set
using the Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) [20]. MFCCs and NRAFs are extracted
as explained above and mean and variance normalized (MVN) as detailed in [1]. In the
case of 13th coefficient, the zeroth coefficient is used instead of the log energy since it be-
haves better when subjected to the MVN process. Once features are passed through MVN,
the deltas and delta-deltas are appended to form a 39-dimensional vector. To compare the
MFCCs and NRAFs the authors use logarithmic compression instead of root compression.
The authors show that when 6 Gaussian mixture models are used per word and 12 Gaus-
sian mixture models for silence, the NRAFs outperform MFCCs in all conditions including
-5dB SNR, except in clean. As the complexity of the back-end decreases, the MFCCs out-
perform NRAFs, i.e. 2/4 Gaussian mixture models for words and silence respectively [11].
In addition, in the case of bandpass filters proposed by the authors, features were extracted
in a similar manner using 32 one-sixth octave filters. The authors show through prelimi-
nary evaluations that by using a larger root compression (i.e. power of 0.3 instead of 0.07)
a better performance is obtained in the case of clean speech; however, more compression
negatively affects the performance in noisy conditions. That said, the authors use a root
compression of 0.3 regardless of the condition of the signal [11].
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In [11] a MFCC-type front-end is combined with an auditory based model; however,
speech recognition performance does poorly in clean conditions when compared to MFCCs.
The authors in [11] later improve their noise robust features in [12] by incorporating vary-
ing time constants and gain adaptation. In their previous work, the low-pass filters used
in envelope detection models the inability of the neurons in the central auditory system
to respond to fast temporal changes; but all the time constants used for the filters are the
same. In [12] different time constants are used for different frequency channels to mimic
the behaviour shown in neurons such that they have better temporal resolution at higher
frequencies and higher frequency resolution at lower frequencies.
A shorter time constant gives better temporal resolution and better performance in
higher SNRs. On the other hand, longer time constants produce features that are more
noise robust [12]. To evaluate their results, the authors use Aurora 2 data set [10] and the
HTK toolkit [20] to do the speech recognition analysis. The authors use 6/12 Gaussian mix-
ture models for each words/silence respectively. The authors show an advantage in using
varying time constants to constant time constants, such that NRAFs with varying time con-
stants outperform NRAFs which outperform MFCCs in all conditions except clean [12].
We know that since MFCCs depend on block processing and combination of frequency
resolution, the representation has low resolution in time and frequency both. However, in
the human auditory system the asymmetrical shape of the cochlear filters result in good
time and frequency resolutions, because of its gradual roll-off on the low-frequency side
and the sharp cut-off on the high-frequency side [8][12]. In addition, log compression used
in MFCCs can negatively affect the performance because it produces large negative values
for inputs close to zero causing a spread of energy after the DCT is performed. The use
of half-wave rectifier not only has a physiological meaning but it also helps avoid pitch
doubling in the lower frequencies from a signal processing point of view [8][12]. In [9] a
multi-scale spatio-temporal method is presented that is derived based on the central stages
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of the auditory system. Although the approach in [9] presents features that are highly ro-
bust to noise in a speech classification task, the method is computationally very expensive.
Since the Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) is used extensively as the recognition
back-end, here we briefly explain its basic principles as described in [20]. HTK is a toolkit
that can be used to model any time series by building Hidden Markov Models (HMMs).
The main use of HTK is to build HMM-based speech processing tools, especially for speech
recognizers. Using training data, HTK training tools estimate the parameters of a set of
HMMs then HTK recognition tools are used to transcribe the unknown utterances. In ef-
fect, the role of the recognizer is to map continuous speech onto speech vector sequences,
then map speech sequences onto the underlying symbol sequences.
In HMM-based speech recognition the assumption is that the sequence of speech vectors
corresponding to each word is created by a Markov model. Markov models are finite-state
machines that change their states at every time unit. Every time their state changes and
moves from state i to a state j a speech vector ot is created using the probability density
b j(ot). In addition, the transition from state i to j is governed by a discrete probability ai j.
O is known as the observation which is a sequence of speech vectors and a representation
of each spoken word. The joint probability that O can be generated by a model M moving
through the state sequence X is the product of the transition probabilities (ai j) and out-
put probabilities (b j(ot)). Since in speech recondition only the observation sequence O is
known and the underlying state sequence X is hidden, the model is called Hidden Markov
Model.
Since the underlying state sequence X is hidden, the likelihood is calculated by summing
over all possible state sequences. This can only be done if the ai j and b j(ot) are known.
Using an efficient re-estimation procedure in HTK, these parameters can be automatically
estimated given a set of training examples. Baum-Welch re-estimation formulae is used to
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estimate the parameters. In practice, HTK’s HInit tool is used to estimate the initial val-
ues of the parameters. First, HInit divides the training vectors equally among the model
states and calculates initial values for mean and variance of each state. Then it finds the
maximum likelihood state sequence using Viterbi algorithm, then it reassigns the obser-
vation vectors to states and does the re-estimation of parameters again. This process is
repeated until the estimates do not change. HRest tool works in combination with HInit
to construct isolated word HMMs from a set of training examples using Baum-Welch re-
estimation. HInit and HRest are used when there is some speech data available such that
the location of the sub-word boundaries can be marked and used as bootstrap data. How-
ever, when no boot-strap data is available HComV is used instead of HRest and HInit. The
no boot-strap data situation is called a flat start in which all phone models are initialized
as identical with all state means and variances equal to that of the global speech. After the
initial set of models are created, HERest, which is the core of HTK training tool, is used
to simultaneously perform a single Baum-Welch re-estimation on the whole set of HMM
phone models. This is done such that for every training utterance, the corresponding phone
models are concatenated and the forward-backward algorithm is applied to find the means
and variances for each HMM in the sequence. Once all the statistics for all training data
is processed the re-estimations of the HMM parameters are done using HERest. Since the
HTK’s philosophy is that HMMs should be refined incrementally, we start with a simple
set of single Gaussian context-independent phone models, then iteratively expand them to
have context-dependency using multiple mixture component Gaussian distributions. HHed
is another tool that is used in combination with HERest. HHEd is used to clone models
into context-dependent sets, and to apply parameter tying and to increment the number of
Gaussian mixture components. Once training is done, another set of tools are used for test-
ing known as the recognition tools. HVite performs Viterbi-based speech recognition. The
inputs to HVite are a list of allowable word sequences, a dictionary and a set of HMMs.
HVite converts the word network to a phone network then attaches the appropriate HMM
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definition to each phone instance. Recognition is then performed on a list of stored speech
files. Once the HMM-based recognizer is built, evaluation of its performance is done us-
ing HResults. The evaluation is done by transcribing some pre-recorded test sentences and
comparing the output of the recognizer to the correct reference transcriptions. HResults
performs the comparison using dynamic programming to align the two transcriptions then
counting the number of substitution, deletion and insertion errors to provide the percent




Some biologically inspired modifications to Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC)
may improve ASR performance. Ravindran et al. [11] proposed a series of biologically-
inspired modifications to MFCCs, and in a preliminary study proved that these modifica-
tions improve speech recognition performance. In this work, we perform a more thorough
study of the proposed modifications to MFCCs, and investigate the effect of each mod-
ification, proposed in [11] on final ASR performance. We hypothesize that some of the
biologically inspired modifications to MFCCs may affect the speech recognition results
more than others; in addition, we hypothesize that the impact of modifications on final
ASR performance may be closely tied to the SNR level of the input signal. The proposed
steps for Ravindran’s [11] biologically-inspired modifications are shown in Figure 1. We
approach our analysis by investigating the role of each modification on final ASR results by
experimenting with multiple scenarios for each modification while noting the final speech
recognition results for different SNR levels. Our goal is to provide recommendations for
SNR-based feature modifications that can improve speech recognition results.
We investigate the effect of modifying filter banks by using band-pass filters instead of
triangular filters as used in MFCCs. In two scenarios, we use bilinear transforms and But-
terworth filters to construct band-pass filter banks, and to compare the results to MFCC’s
triangular filters in different SNR levels. We also investigate the effect of varying window
sizes, from 8ms to 24 ms, on recognition results to gain insight into how the results vary
depending on input SNR levels. In addition, we look into the effect of rectification on fi-














Figure 1: Steps Used to Extract Features
detection. In this work we investigate three rectification scenarios: half-wave rectification,
full-wave rectification and squaring. Furthermore, we track the effects of varying time con-
stants used in smoothing of envelope detector on final ASR results. Other modifications
we investigate are the effect of spatial derivative. In [11] the authors propose using spatial
derivative before envelope detection; however, we investigate the effect of spatial derivative
in three scenarios: by placing this step before envelope detection, after envelope detection
and removing spatial derivative step all together. The authors in [11] propose a simple
downsampling step in which they choose the last member of each frame as a representative
of that frame. However, in this work we investigate the possibility of identifying a more
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descriptive downsampling method. We compare the result of using three types of features
for down-sampling scenarios. The three types of downsampling methods we investigate
are for using the average, minimum or maximum of each frame as the representative of
that frame. We then look into how the ASR results vary depending on the SNR level and
the type of downsampling. Moreover, we look into modifying compression types using
log and varying root compressions. In [11] the authors suggest that the results of a 0.07
root compression outperform those of log compression. Here we investigate their claim by
using log compression and 0.7, 0.33 and 0.07 root compression to investigate their effect
of final ASR levels for all SNR levels. A more detailed description of the analysis follows.
We use two types of filters in our analysis. We then compare the results of the two to the
state-of-the-art Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs). We extract the two types of
features using bandpass filters that are created by bilinear transforms or Butterworth filters.
The sampling frequency in all experiments is set to 8 kHz, since all audio samples belong
to the AURORA 2 data set. In the case of bilinear transforms and Butterworth filters, the
center frequencies are exponentially placed over 32 channels using 16 th octave .
The rational behind using bilinear transforms in implementation of Noise-Robust Au-
ditory Features (NRAFs) [11] is that they can be implemented using available analog
hardware. Bilinear transforms, transform continuous-time representations into discrete-
time representations. This transform maps every point in the frequency response of a
continuous-time filter to a point in the frequency response of a discrete-time filter, such
that for every feature in the frequency response of an analog filter there would be a corre-
sponding feature in the frequency response of a digital filter with identical gain and phase
shift. However, this mapping is not perfect and the corresponding mapping might end up at
a slightly different frequency point in the digital filter. The effect of the mapping mismatch
becomes more obvious as frequencies increase and get closer to the Nyquist frequency. To
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be more specific, in the continuous-time filter ωa=0 corresponds to ω =0 in the discrete-
time filter; however, ωa = ±∞ in the continuous-time filter corresponds to ω = ±πT in
discrete-time filter. This non-linear transformation effect is called frequency warping. The
bilinear transformation can be constructed such as to reduce the effect of mismatch of fre-
quencies and to compensate for warping. This compensation is called pre-warping. In
pre-warping, a matching frequency is specified for which the frequency responses before
and after the mapping exactly match. To do pre-warping in MATLAB, the bilinear trans-
formation matches the frequency 2π fcenter from the analog s-plane onto the normalized
frequency 2π fcenterfsampling in the digital z-plane.





Magnitude Response of 4th Order Bandpass Filters using Bilinear Transforms
Figure 2: Magnitude Response of 4th Order Bandpass Filters using Bilinear Transforms
The filters used for NRAFs [11] are 32 second-order bandpass 16 th octave filters ob-
tained using bilinear transformations, in order to transform from the analog domain onto
the digital domain. Pre-warping is done by specifying the center frequencies ranging from
99 hz to 3556 hz. The frequency response of the second-order bandpass filters is set to
20





Magnitude Frequency Response of Bandpass Filters using Butterworth Filters




2 where Q is the quality factor set to a constant 4.3185 and w is 2π fcenter. The use
of constant Q causes each channel to have the same average power; hence, as the center
frequency increase from 99Hz to 3556Hz over the course of 32 channels, the bandwidths
also increase accordingly to maintain the constant quality factor. Q = fcenter
∆ f where fcenter
is the center frequency of the channel and the ∆ f (bandwidth) is the width of the range
of frequencies for which the total energy is half of the highest energy value. The corre-
sponding coefficients that are generated by the bilinear transformation are then convolved
with themselves, which increases the Q factor and makes the filters sharper. Then, using
the coefficients obtained from cascaded 4th order pdf the incoming signal is filtered using
a one-dimensional filter. Figure 2 shows the corresponding filter banks.
In the case of Butterworth filters, we obtain 4th order bandpass coefficients by passing
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in the normalized cut-off frequencies. The lower and higher cut-off frequencies are ob-
tained using fcenter×2× 12octave+1 and fcenter×2×
2octave
2octave+1 respectively. A one-dimensional
filter is then used on the incoming signal using the coefficients obtained from the Butter-
worth filter design. The reason for using Butterworth filter over an elliptic or Chebyshev is
that Butterworth filters are more monotonic in the passband which for our purposes is more
desirable than a steep roll-off. Figure 3 shows the filter banks corresponding to a 4th order
bandpass filter created using the Butterworth filters, as described above.
Figure 1 shows the steps required for extracting the biologically inspired features pro-
posed in [11]. The block “Filter” in Figure 1 refers to band-pass filters created by either
bilinear transforms or Butterworth filters. Thirty two one-sixth octave channels are used
while filtering. In each channel the output of the filter is subtracted from the output of the
channel immediately proceeding. This step is called the inter-channel subtraction or spa-
tial derivative. This is followed by rectification and a low-pass filter to detect the envelope
of the signal. The result of the envelope detector is then down-sampled for each channel.
The resulting matrix including the features for all 32 channels is compressed and a discrete
cosine transform is applied to decorrelate the coefficients. From the resulting matrix the
features corresponding to the first 13 channels are chosen as the 13 coefficients. All coeffi-
cients are then mean and variance normalized (MVN) using the method in [1]. In the case
of 13th coefficient, the zeroth coefficient is used instead of the log energy since it behaves
better when subjected to the MVN process [11]. The delta and acceleration coefficients are
then added, using window sizes of 3 and 2 respectively, to create 39-dimensional feature
sets. The method to extract MFCCs are that of in [11], in which 23 channels are used
to extract MFCCs.Thirteen MFCC coefficients (including the zeroth coefficient) are then
mean and variance normalized, delta and acceleration coefficients are appended to create a
feature vector of size 39. It is important to note that rectification and low-pass filter steps
together are called envelope detection.
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In our analysis, first we create bandpass filters using bilinear transforms with varying
window sizes from 8ms to 24ms to study the effect of window size on the overall results.
This was done for octave 16 th using the three types of rectification: half-wave, full-wave
or squared, and two Alphas for smoothing in the low-pass filtering step of the envelope
detector. The parameter used in the low-pass filter, Alpha, is set such that the effect of
more smoothing (Alpha 1) versus less smoothing (Alpha 2) is investigated based on vary-
ing time-constants, which are tied to the center frequency of the channels. The values for
Alpha 1 and Alpha 2 are listed in Table 1. For down-sampling, we investigate the effect of
using minimum, maximum and mean as representative of each frame.
Following that, we change log compression to varying root compression starting at 0.01
with incremental increases of 0.01 up to 0.09. We used this compression on bandpass fil-
ters created using bilinear transforms, 10 ms window size, full-wave rectification and high
smoothing (Alpha 1). Root compressions of 0.7 and 0.33 were also evaluated but the results
were not as good as the results of root compression for 0.01 through 0.09.
On the recognition back-end, we use 20 states per digit and 3/6 Gaussian mixtures for
each word/silence. For silence we use three states with 6 Gaussian mixtures per state, and
one state short pause model which is tied to the middle stage of the silence model. Only
clean files are used for training, however the testing includes clean and noisy data as per
Aurora 2 database explained in detail in chapter 2. The performance measurements are
reported as the “percent accurate” for the test sets and are calculated as the average over
all conditions, including all clean and noisy data. On the recognition back-end we have
utilized the Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) [20].
Since no boot-strap data is available in our training task, HCompV is used to create
23





















Bilinear Transforms with Half−Wave Rectification, Alpha 1, Log Compression and Varying Window Sizes
 
 
 8      98.2617       94.465      91.3525      84.6525      70.5508       45.295      19.9675
10       98.755       95.955      93.0008      87.0625      73.5958      48.0933      20.7908
12       98.665      95.9717      92.8983      86.3675      70.9483      42.5958      16.3642
14      98.0533      95.6258      92.8708      86.6775      73.1583        47.79      19.7767
16      96.5333        93.55       90.125      83.2933      69.3067      44.2942      17.3508
18      93.6617       90.455      86.7983      79.5842        64.05      38.6642      14.8708
20       88.875      85.3625      82.0242      75.4917      61.0667      38.7642      15.4942
22        83.71      79.5308      76.4083      69.5692      56.5725      38.3783      18.2167
24      79.0883        74.98      71.6367      65.5542      54.4875      38.7392      20.3575
Window (ms)      Clean             SNR20             SNR15           SNR10            SNR5           SNR0            SNR−5 
Figure 4: Bilinear Transforms with Half-Wave Rectification, Alpha 1, Log Compression and Varying
Window Sizes
an initial set of models. Following that, HERest is used for embedded training using the
entire training dataset. HHEd is used in combination with HERest to make the models
context-dependent, increase the number of Gaussian mixtures from 1 to 3 and to tie in the
parameters. In other words, the HMMs are trained in stages first using HHEd to modify the
HMMs then using HERest to re-estimate the parameters of the modified set, going back
and forth until all 20 states are completed. Once training is completed, testing is done on
sets A, B and C. For each set, first HVite builds the HMM recognizer for each of the 4 file
sets within testing set A and B, as well as each of the two file sets within testing set C. Once
the HMM-based recognizer is built, evaluation of its performance is done using HResults.
The percent accuracy results given by HResults for each test set are used to calculate the
average accuracies used in our result evaluations.
In our analysis provided below, it is important to note that our default settings are as
24
follow: octave is 16 th. Bandpass filter order using bilinear transform is 4. Butterworth filter
order is 4. Window size is 10ms. The spatial derivative is performed before the rectifica-
tion step. Rectification is full-wave. The alpha used for low-pass filtering is Alpha 1 which
implies more smoothing (values are listed in Table1). Down-sampling is done by choosing
the last element of each frame as the representative of that frame. Compression type is log
unless root compression is noted. All these settings apply unless otherwise explicitly noted.





















Bilinear Transforms with Half−Wave Rectification, Alpha 2, Log Compression and Varying Window Sizes
 
 
 8      98.5417        94.87      91.6592      84.3158      64.2067      33.2133      12.7208
10      98.9833      96.3158      93.4375      87.3983      73.3758      46.0975      19.0475
12      98.7667      96.4033      93.4875      87.0508      71.1733      41.9708      16.3933
14      98.2383      95.8783      93.1108      87.0783      73.8742      48.4717      20.2225
16      96.6933      93.9542      90.6075      83.9992      69.9975      44.3925      17.5692
18      93.7817        90.45      86.8542      79.5625      64.0017      38.3817      14.2708
20       88.895      85.2325      82.0858      75.6992      62.4125      39.6575      15.3983
22      83.8717      80.1475       76.845      70.2575        57.48      38.6767      18.1483
24        79.07      75.1458       71.875      66.0883      54.9492      39.2067      21.6317
Window (ms)      Clean             SNR20             SNR15           SNR10            SNR5           SNR0            SNR−5 
Figure 5: Bilinear Transforms with Half-Wave Rectification, Alpha 2, Log Compression and Varying
Window Sizes
3.1 Window Sizes
One of the modifications to MFCCs that we investigate is the effect of varying frame size
on final ASR results. The window sizes are increased in steps of 2 ms starting from 8 ms
up to 24 ms. This is done for bilinear transforms in the case of log compression with octave
25
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6 th, for rectification types of half-wave and full-wave for Alpha 1 (high smoothing) and Al-
pha 2 (low smoothing) and log compression. It was determined that window size of 10 ms
generally provides the best overall results. A biological explanation could be that accord-
ing to [18] the central auditory neurons cannot respond to fast temporal modulations, hence
smoothing over 10 ms seems to be a biologically sound window size. However, another
possible reason that 10 ms window size produces better results can be due to the speech
recognizer set-up. According to [20], in order to form an exact waveform representation
using discrete sequence of parameter vectors, which have been transformed from continu-
ous speech, a 10 ms window can make the waveform be regarded as stationary; hence, a
more exact sequence is mapped from continuous speech using the HTK recognizer. For the
remainder of our analysis, we use 10 ms as our window size of choice, since it shows the
best overall results when compared to other window sizes.





















Bilinear Transforms with Full−Wave Rectification, Alpha 1, Log Compression and Varying Window Sizes
 
 
 8        79.22      75.0417      71.8725      65.9225      54.8483      38.8033       21.405
10      98.7333      95.8942      92.9667       86.925      73.4875      48.4933        21.51
12        98.69      96.0258      93.0775       86.795      72.1958      44.3642      17.7417
14      98.0183      95.6375      92.8925      86.7275      73.8683      49.9367       21.845
16        96.55      93.5892      90.2358      83.3925        69.21      43.8275      16.9158
18      93.6417       90.335      86.8483      79.5858      64.0317      38.6908      15.4733
20       88.805      85.3742      82.0067       75.515      61.0367      38.6067       15.125
22        83.74      79.5717        76.39      69.6933      56.7217      38.3308      18.4192
24       79.175      74.8983      71.7475      65.4392      54.3167      38.4525      20.2958
Window (ms)      Clean             SNR20             SNR15           SNR10            SNR5           SNR0            SNR−5 
Figure 6: Bilinear Transforms with Full-Wave Rectification, Alpha 1, Log Compression and Varying
Window Sizes
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It is observed that as the window size increases, the performance in low SNRs improves
yet performance in clean speech degrades. This can be explained, because as the window
size increases, temporal information decreases. Temporal information are important espe-
cially in noisy conditions since there will be less information to draw on. Figure 4 and
Figure 5 show how the speech recognition results change as a result of changes in window
sizes for half-wave rectifiers with Alpha 1 and Alpha 2. It is important to note that Alpha
1 provides more smoothing compared to Alpha 2, hence the results in noisy conditions are
expected to be better. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the results for Alpha 1 and Alpha 2,
respectively, when full-wave rectification is used. It can be seen from these figures that re-
gardless of the rectification or smoothing, as the window size increases the result for clean
degrades, except in the case of 8 ms window; in addition, as the window size increases the
results for the noisy conditions fluctuate and hence are inconclusive.





















Bilinear Transforms with Full−Wave Rectification, Alpha 2, Log Compression and Varying Window Sizes
 
 
 8      98.3483      94.8792      91.4308      84.2625      68.2833      41.4842      17.9558
10      98.9833      96.2858        93.33      87.0258        73.11      48.4767      21.6008
12       98.775        96.38      93.5117      87.4592      73.7125      46.2067      18.6875
14      98.2683      95.8475      93.0792      87.0325      73.8075      48.5392      20.2192
16      96.6983       94.005      90.6683      83.9108        69.63      44.2867      17.6633
18       93.885      90.4833      86.8367      79.6017      64.4775      39.1267      14.1008
20       88.845        85.39      82.2608      75.9492       62.775      39.7242      15.5633
22       83.905      80.1375      76.9642      70.1608       57.635       39.025        18.96
24        79.22      75.0417      71.8725      65.9225      54.8483      38.8033       21.405
Window (ms)      Clean             SNR20             SNR15           SNR10            SNR5           SNR0            SNR−5 

























Varying Root Compression and Spatial Derivative before Envelope Detection
 
 
0.01      98.7433      96.0167      93.1633      87.4142      74.6433      50.4867      22.7858
0.02      98.7233      96.2292      93.5242      88.0925      75.7667       51.715      23.2725
0.03      98.6883      96.2167      93.4567      88.1792      76.0825      53.3725      25.0308
0.04      98.6117      96.1967      93.5033      88.5108      76.5292      53.6667      25.7642
0.05        98.69      96.2508      93.7458      88.7533      77.3425      54.5442      26.4008
0.06        98.72      96.3408      93.9233      88.9983         77.5       54.905      26.2867
0.07       98.765        96.44      94.0217       89.345      77.9325      55.1883      26.3817
0.08        98.68      96.4375      94.0408        89.34      77.8017      55.2467      26.8392
0.09       98.685      96.5567       94.115      89.3317      77.6283      52.7042      22.0975
Root Compression      Clean             SNR20             SNR15           SNR10            SNR5           SNR0            SNR−5 
Figure 8: Bilinear Transforms with Window Size 10ms Full-Wave Rectification, Alpha 1, Varying Root
Compression and Spatial Derivative Before Envelope Detection
One of the biologically inspired modifications proposed in [11] is to place a spatial
derivative or inter-channel subtraction step before envelope detection. According to [11]
the spatial derivative is done to improve the performance in higher SNRs by removing
the wide-band noise and reducing inter-speaker variability. However, in low SNR cases
removing the spatial derivative produces better results since the subtraction might be elimi-
nating some useful data. The use of spatial derivative is to limit the spreading of frequency
between channels resulting in sharper filter responses, as well as to enhance the spectral
contrast. Here we investigate the effect of spatial derivative in three ways. First, we apply
spatial derivative to all channels before the envelope detection steps. Second, we apply it
to all channels after the envelope detection steps and before down-sampling. Third, we re-
move spatial derivative all together. These scenarios are studied for bilinear transforms with
varying root compressions, 16 th octave, full-wave rectification and Alpha 1 in the low-pass
28





















Varying Root Compression and Spatial Derivative after Envelope Detection
 
 
0.01      97.2433      90.8658      85.4575      74.7058      55.3058      29.9083      10.9367
0.02       97.335      91.1958      85.8983      75.4875      56.1425      29.9075        10.86
0.03       97.365      91.5575      86.3475      75.9967      56.3958      29.4383      9.41917
0.04      97.3683      91.8492      86.7408      76.3758        56.53      28.3158      6.26583
0.05      97.4617      92.2458       87.455      77.7483      59.0842      33.5717      13.3533
0.06      97.4483      92.6133      87.9675      78.8767      60.7217        35.36       13.905
0.07       97.465       92.925      88.2742      79.4108      61.4567      35.1733      12.2425
0.08      97.3983      93.0417      88.6983      80.0042      62.5483       36.105      11.7483
0.09       97.445      93.1958      89.0608      80.5358      62.9125      35.4083      9.09083
Root Compression      Clean             SNR20             SNR15           SNR10            SNR5           SNR0            SNR−5 
Figure 9: Bilinear Transforms with Window Size 10ms Full-Wave Rectification, Alpha 1, Varying Root
Compression and Spatial Derivative After Envelope Detection
filter. Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the three cases respectively. Figure 11 shows
the effect of applying spatial derivative to bandpass filters created using bilinear transforms
using 10 ms frame size, 0.07 root compression, full-wave rectification and Alpha 1. Root
compression 0.07 is chosen because it yields the best overall results for all conditions.
From Figure 11 it can be seen that when spatial derivative is applied after the envelope
detection step the results are poor. On the other hand, in cases of clean speech, SNR20,
SNR15 and SNR0 the best results are achieved when no inter-channel subtraction is ap-
plied. The case in which spatial derivative is not applied follows very closely to the sce-
nario in which spatial derivative is applied prior to the envelope detection. However for
SNR10, SNR5 and SNR-5 the best results are found when inter-channel subtraction are ap-
plied before the envelope detection. This result is unexpected, since the spatial derivative
has been claimed to have been useful especially in the case of clean speech according to
29





















Varying Root Compression without Spatial Derivative
 
 
0.01      98.8683      96.3833      93.5142      87.7025      75.1417      52.0725        24.29
0.02      98.8367      96.4783        93.68      88.1108      75.7017      52.8108      25.0983
0.03      98.8667      96.5125      94.0108       88.605      76.4467      53.4783      25.2442
0.04        98.86        96.51      93.9525       88.535      76.2608      51.8208      23.1108
0.05       98.825      96.5175      93.9767      88.5242      76.4117      52.4758      23.3875
0.06      98.8383      96.6817      94.1325      88.8967      77.2517      54.8192      26.4758
0.07        98.84      96.7058      94.3175       89.165      77.6625      55.3225        26.22
0.08      98.9267      96.6883      94.3275      89.1533           77      50.0175      19.7092
0.09      98.8967      96.7008      94.4158      89.4683      78.2725      56.1808      25.8133
Root Compression      Clean             SNR20             SNR15           SNR10            SNR5           SNR0            SNR−5 
Figure 10: Bilinear Transforms with Window Size 10ms Full-Wave Rectification, Alpha 1, Varying Root
Compression without Spatial Derivative
[12]. However, it must be noted that any changes in other parameters and in HTK training
could very much affect the final results. For instance in [12] the number of Gaussian mix-
tures used is 6/12 per word/silence while training 38 HMMs. Whereas in our model we use
3/6 Gaussian mixtures per word/silence while training 20 HMMs. In other words, using a
more complex back-end can impact the final results more than using the spatial derivative
or not using it, hence spatial derivative does not appear to be a strong influencer of final
ASR results.
3.3 Types of Rectification in the Envelope Detector
Rectification is the first step in detecting a signal’s envelope. One of the modifications
proposed in [11] is to apply half-wave rectification before passing the signal through a low-
pass filter for smoothing. To investigate the role of this modification on final ASR results,
we use three types of rectification: half-wave, full-wave and squaring of the signal.
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Effect of Using Spatial Derivative on Bilinear Transforms with 10ms Frame Size, Full−Wave Rectification, Alpha 1 and Root Compression of 0.07
 
 
after        97.465         92.925      88.274167      79.410833      61.456667      35.173333        12.2425
before       98.765          96.44      94.021667         89.345        77.9325      55.188333      26.381667
none          98.84      96.705833        94.3175         89.165        77.6625        55.3225          26.22
Spatial Derivative      Clean              SNR20                SNR15              SNR10                  SNR5               SNR0               SNR−5 
Figure 11: Effect of Applying Spatial-Derivative
Full-wave rectification results in the best outcome in default settings for very low SNRs;
however, half-wave rectification shows the best results for all other cases. Squaring has
the least desirable outcome in this case. This can be justified by saying that squaring of
a signal results in product terms which might be very low in frequency, yet close to that
of the envelope. Since these product terms are large relative to the envelope, they might
be distorting and overpowering the envelope, resulting in a relatively lower performance.
Also the product terms might cause strange harmonic product terms compared to the abso-
lute value for the full-wave and half-wave rectifiers but its likely when you do the squaring
you get the harmonics of the product terms resulting in the energy being spread over a
larger frequency range, most of which is filtered out. Therefore, the full-wave or half-wave
rectification is likely to have less distortion when dealing with a waveform with multiple
harmonics. Full-wave rectifier provides better results in very noisy conditions since it can
follow the signal better as compared to half-wave and squaring.
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Effect of Rectification on Window Size 10 ms, Alpha 1 and Log compression
 
 
fwr     98.7333      95.8942      92.9667       86.925      73.4875      48.4933        21.51
hwr      98.755       95.955      93.0008      87.0625      73.5958      48.0933      20.7908
sqr       97.59      94.9192      91.6467      83.9183      67.1042      41.1908      18.8858
Rectification Type      Clean             SNR20             SNR15           SNR10            SNR5           SNR0            SNR−5 
Figure 12: Effect of Applying Three Types of Rectification in the Envelope Detector
Figure 12 shows the effect of using the three types of rectification described above in
the envelope detection stage of the process. The results shown in the Figure 12 are for the
cases of full-wave, half-wave and square with window frame size of 10 ms, Alpha 1 and
0.07 root compression.
3.4 Low-Pass Filter Parameter in the Envelope Detector
Smoothing is the second step in the envelope detection. In [11] the authors propose Alpha
1 as one of the modifications that improve the overall ASR results. Here we investigate the
effect of smoothing on speech recognition results in different SNR using two sets of Alpha
values. Alpha represents the coefficient used in the low-pass filter. Alpha 1 and Alpha 2




a result, Alpha 1 provides more smoothing compared to Alpha 2. More smoothing creates
superior results in noisy conditions over clean. Hence Alpha 1 results are superior to those
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Bilinear Transform with Half−Wave Rectification, 0.07 Root Compression, 10ms Window Frame and Varying Alpha
 
 
1        98.76      96.4083        94.05      89.2125      77.5958      54.3742      24.6742
2       98.865      96.5733      94.0708      88.4833      72.7442      40.6008      13.7233
        Alpha          Clean             SNR20             SNR15           SNR10            SNR5           SNR0            SNR−5 
Figure 13: Bilinear Transform with Half-Wave Rectification, 0.07 Root Compression, 10ms Window
Frame and Varying Alpha





















Butterworth Filters with 10ms Window Frame , Half−Wave Rectification, 0.07 root Compression and Varying Alpha
 
 
1      98.5067        95.78      93.2083      87.4367      74.9267      50.3342      22.7983
2      98.6183      95.9025        93.24      86.7767       70.605      38.6058      13.4883
        Alpha          Clean             SNR20             SNR15           SNR10            SNR5           SNR0            SNR−5 
Figure 14: Butterworth Filters with Half-Wave Rectification, 0.07 Root Compression, 10ms Window
Frame and Varying Alpha
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Bilinear Transform with Half−Wave Rectification, Log Compression, 10ms Window Frame and Varying Alpha
 
 
1       98.755       95.955      93.0008      87.0625      73.5958      48.0933      20.7908
2      98.9833      96.3158      93.4375      87.3983      73.3758      46.0975      19.0475
        Alpha          Clean             SNR20             SNR15           SNR10            SNR5           SNR0            SNR−5 
Figure 15: Bilinear Transform with Half-Wave Rectification, Log Compression, 10ms Window Frame
and Varying Alpha





















Butterworth Filters with 10ms Window Frame , Half−Wave Rectification,Log Compression and Varying Alpha
 
 
1      98.3483      95.1867      92.0958      85.3325      71.2075      44.5508      17.6083
2      98.6467      95.4642      92.3192      85.7117      70.6292       41.905        15.87
        Alpha          Clean             SNR20             SNR15           SNR10            SNR5           SNR0            SNR−5 
Figure 16: Butterworth Filters with Half-Wave Rectification, Log Compression, 10ms Window Frame
and Varying Alpha
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of Alpha 2’s in noisy conditions, and Alpha 2 results are superior to those of Alpha 1’s
in clean speech and less noisy conditions. Table 1 lists all values for time constants and
Alphas in all 32 channels.
Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the results of varying Alpha for bandpass filters using bi-
linear transforms and Butterworth filters, respectively, with 10 ms window size, half-wave
rectification and 0.07 root compression. Similarly, Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the same
type of results but with log compression instead of root compression.
According to [12] shorter time constants provide better temporal resolution and en-
hanced performance in clean speech and high SNR conditions. On the other hand, longer
time constants provide more smoothing hence features that are more noise robust as com-
pared to the shorter time constants. Equation 1 shows the method used for calculating the
time constants [12] . In this equation, tc, fs and tc represent Time Constant, Sampling Fre-
quency and Center Frequency, respectively . The time constant and Alpha values change
depending on the center frequency of the channel. It can be seen from Table 1 that as the
channel numbers increase, the time constants decrease and so do the Alpha values. In other




)× ( f s
2
− f c)+31 (1)
From these four figures, it can be seen that ASR results corresponding to Alpha 1 are
generally superior for SNR5, SNR0 and SNR-5, and the results generated by Alpha 2 are
superior for all other cases.
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Table 1: Time Constants and Alpha Values
Channel Number Center Frequency Time Constant Alpha 1 Alpha 2
1 99 39.9723 0.9969 0.996
2 111.1 39.9444 0.9969 0.996
3 124.7 39.9131 0.9969 0.996
4 140 39.878 0.9969 0.996
5 157.2 39.8385 0.9969 0.996
6 176.4 39.7943 0.9969 0.996
7 198 39.7446 0.9969 0.996
8 222.2 39.6888 0.9969 0.996
9 249.5 39.6262 0.9969 0.996
10 280 39.556 0.9968 0.996
11 314.3 39.4771 0.9968 0.996
12 352.8 39.3886 0.9968 0.996
13 396 39.2892 0.9968 0.996
14 444.5 39.1777 0.9968 0.9959
15 498.9 39.0525 0.9968 0.9959
16 560 38.9119 0.9968 0.9959
17 628.6 38.7542 0.9968 0.9959
18 705.6 38.5771 0.9968 0.9959
19 792 38.3784 0.9967 0.9959
20 889 38.1553 0.9967 0.9958
21 997.9 37.9049 0.9967 0.9958
22 1120.1 37.6239 0.9967 0.9958
23 1257.2 37.3084 0.9967 0.9957
24 1411.2 36.9543 0.9966 0.9957
25 1584 36.5568 0.9966 0.9957
26 1778 36.1106 0.9965 0.9956
27 1995.7 35.6099 0.9965 0.9955
28 2240.1 35.0477 0.9964 0.9955
29 2514.4 34.4168 0.9964 0.9954
30 2822.4 33.7086 0.9963 0.9953
31 3168 32.9136 0.9962 0.9952
32 3556 32.0213 0.9961 0.995
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Effect of Features Used in Down−Sampling on Bilinear Transform, Frame Size 10ms, Alpha 1 and 0.07 Root Compression
 
 
min     98.8267      96.8267      94.8325      90.7433       80.535      58.4833      27.3208
max       98.79        96.69      94.2592      89.0683      77.2292      54.0233      25.1208
avg     98.8567      96.6725      94.1642       89.155       77.545      55.1733      24.7542
Feature Type      Clean             SNR20             SNR15           SNR10            SNR5           SNR0            SNR−5 
Figure 17: Effect of Down-Sampling
3.5 Down-Sampling
In [11] down-sampling of each frame is done by simply choosing the last element of each
frame as a rough representation of that frame. The down-sampling step is done after en-
velope detection to reduce the size of the feature vector. To do a more intelligent down-
sampling and investigate the effect of this modification on final ASR results, we perform
down-sampling using three methods: by using the maximum , minimum or mean of each
frame to represent that frame. We perform our analysis using bilinear transformation for
0.07 root compression with full-wave rectification, Alpha 1 and a 10 ms window size. Fig-
ure 17 shows that using the minimum value results in the highest recognition accuracy for
all conditions except for clean speech. For clean speech the mean value produces the best
results.
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Butterworth Filters with 10ms Window Frame , Half−Wave Rectification, Alpha 1 and Log Compression vs 0.07 Root Compression
 
 
log     98.3483      95.1867      92.0958      85.3325      71.2075      44.5508      17.6083
root    98.5067        95.78      93.2083      87.4367      74.9267      50.3342      22.7983
Compression          Clean             SNR20             SNR15           SNR10            SNR5           SNR0            SNR−5 
Figure 18: Effect of Root vs Log Compression for Butterworth filter with Window 10ms, Half-Wave
Rectification and Alpha 1
3.6 Compression
One of the biologically inspired modifications made to MFCCs, proposed in [11] and [12],
is the use of root compression instead of log compression. Here we study the effect of
this modification on speech recognition results with varying input SNR. The effect of root
compression versus log compression is studied for the case of 4th order Butterworth filters
with half-wave rectification, Alpha 1 and Alpha 2. These results are shown in Figure18 and
Figure19 for the cases of Alpha 1 and Alpha 2, respectively.
In the case of Alpha 1, where more smoothing is done, Figure18 shows that the root
compression outperforms the log compression in all SNR conditions. However, when less
smoothing is done with Alpha 2, Figure19 shows that 0.07 root compression outperforms
log compression only for clean speech and SNR5 and below. This shows that to achieve the
best results, an interplay of a combination of different parameters is required. For instance
the amount of smoothing used could be more significant in the overall results than the type
38





















Butterworth Filters with 10ms Window Frame , Half−Wave Rectification, Alpha 2 and Log Compression vs 0.07 Root Compression
 
 
log     98.6467      95.4642      92.3192      85.7117      70.6292       41.905        15.87
root    98.6183      95.9025        93.24      86.7767       70.605      38.6058      13.4883
Compression          Clean             SNR20             SNR15           SNR10            SNR5           SNR0            SNR−5 
Figure 19: Effect of Root vs Log Compression for Butterworth filter with Window Size 10ms, Half-Wave
Rectification and Alpha 2
of rectification used. It is observed that when rectification is changed from half-wave to
full-wave in the case of Alpha 1 for Butterworth filters, half-wave rectification still outper-
forms full-wave rectification in all cases except for clean speech. Also, it is important to
note that when more smoothing is done, root compression outperforms log compression,
but when less smoothing is done the type of compression used can vastly affect the final
results.
To determine an appropriate root compression factor, we examine 0.7, 0.3, 0.09, 0.08,
0.07, 0.06, 0.05, 0.04, 0.03, 0.02 and 0.01 as root compression factors. We determine that
root compressions higher than 0.1 produce very poor results, hence the root compression
factors 0.01 through 0.09 are further investigated. More analysis shows that root compres-
sion factor 0.07 produces the best overall results. Figure 20 shows the recognition results
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Bilinear Transforms with 10ms Window, Half−Wave Rectification, Alpha 2 and Varying Root Compressions
 
 
0.07       98.865      96.5733      94.0708      88.4833      72.7442      40.6008      13.7233
0.33      97.9383      95.2375      90.6925      78.7842      53.1817      22.2142     −3.55167
 0.7      94.0317      92.6325      88.2075        75.01      50.7892      18.8933     −9.13917
Root Compression      Clean             SNR20             SNR15           SNR10            SNR5           SNR0            SNR−5 
Figure 20: Effect of Varying Root Compression
for bandpass filter banks created using bilinear transforms using window size 10 ms, half-
wave rectification, Alpha 2 and root compressions 0.7, 0.33 and 0.07. It can be seen from
Figure 20 that by reducing root compression from 0.7 to 0.33 then to 0.07 the recognition
results show improvements for clean speech as well as for all SNR cases.
Comparing the performance of bandpass filters extracted using bilinear transforms with
full-wave rectification and Alpha1, when the compression type changes from root as in
Figure 23 to log as in Figure 22, it can be seen that these filters perform superior when
root compression is used rather than log (case of bi-log versus bi-root in the two figures)
in all cases. However, as shown in Figure 21 log compression performs better for clean
speech and for all other cases root compression results are superior. In addition comparing
Figure18 to Figure19 it can be seen that the best results for clean speech is for log com-
pression in Alpha 2, but in all other cases root compression outperforms log results. Hence,
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Effect of Compression on MFCCs
 
 
log     99.0983      96.8592       94.035      87.0708      72.2267      45.5742       19.705
root    99.0483      97.2758      94.9717      88.8058       73.375        45.79      20.2058
Compression Type      Clean             SNR20             SNR15           SNR10            SNR5           SNR0            SNR−5 
Figure 21: MFCCs





















Comparison of Filter Types
 
 
mfcc    99.0983      96.8592       94.035      87.0708      72.2267      45.5742       19.705
bi−log  98.7333      95.8942      92.9667       86.925      73.4875      48.4933        21.51
bu−log  98.3733      95.2167      92.1058      85.3975      71.3533      44.8942      18.1308
Feature Type   Clean             SNR20             SNR15           SNR10            SNR5           SNR0            SNR−5 
Figure 22: MFCC vs Bilinear Transforms and Butterworth Filters with Log Compression
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Comparison of Filter Types
 
 
mfcc−root 99.048333      97.275833      94.971667      88.805833         73.375          45.79      20.205833
bi−root      98.765          96.44      94.021667         89.345        77.9325      55.188333      26.381667
bu−root   98.536667      95.700833         93.075      87.201667      74.291667          49.05      21.364167
Filter Type            Clean                 SNR20                SNR15              SNR10               SNR5            SNR0               SNR−5 
Figure 23: MFCC vs Bilinear Transforms and Butterworth Filters with Root Compression
it is concluded that in general log compression produces superior results for clean speech
and root compression does the same for all other conditions. This could be explained by
looking at the values before compression in noisy speech. In noisy speech there are more
values that are close to zero. We know that performing log operation on a number close
to zero results in a large negative excursion that lead to a spreading of energy in the trans-
form domain after the DCT operation [11]. Whereas root compression does not cause in
negative excursions, hence it outperforms log compression in noisy conditions. Since clean
speech generally does not result in too many close to zero values before compression, log
compression performs well.
Figure 22 and Figure 23 show the comparison of results for log versus 0.07 root com-
pression, respectively for features extracted using MFCCs, bandpass filters using bilinear
transforms and Butterworth filters with full-wave rectification and Alpha 1. It can be seen
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Comparison of Types in Butterworth Filters with  Full−Wave Rectification, Alpha 1 and 0.07 Root Compression
 
 
4th 2−D  98.16667      94.60083      90.19833      80.92083       60.0975      29.45917      8.600833
4th 1−D  98.53667      95.70083        93.075      87.20167      74.29167         49.05      21.36417
8th 1−D  97.86833         94.83      91.94417      85.55417      71.18833      44.97333      18.44333
Filter Type         Clean            SNR20           SNR15             SNR10            SNR5                SNR0              SNR−5 
Figure 24: Comparison of Types of Butterworth Filters
from these figures that MFCCs outperform the other features for clean speech SNR20 and
SNR15. Whereas for all others, bilinear transforms with root compression show superior
results. The features extracted using Butterworth filters under-perform in all cases. Com-
paring the two figures, we observe that log compression outperforms root compression for
clean conditions and that root compression works best in all other cases.
Figure 21 shows the effect of using 0.07 root compression on MFCCs. This figure
shows that by using root compression instead of log compression we can improve the re-
sults for SNR10 and below; however, in cases of SNR15, SNR20 and clean conditions,
there is a slight degradation in ASR results.
3.7 Types of Filtering
An important modification to MFCCs proposed by authors in [11] and [12] is the use of
bandpass filter banks instead of triangular filters. In chapter we have explained in detail
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the reasons behind low performance of MFCCs in low SNR conditions. In our analysis
we mostly use bandpass filter banks implemented using bilinear transforms as it is done in
[11] . However, in this section we focus our analysis on implementing bandpass filter banks
using Butterworth filters for implementation. Our goal in this section is to investigate the
bandpass filter modification effect on ASR results using three implementations of Butter-
worth filters. First, we use 4th order Butterworth filters using 1-D digital filter. Second,
we use 8th order Butterworth filters using 1-D filter, and in the third case we use 4th order
Butterworth filters using zero-phase digital filtering.
Figure 24 shows the result for above three cases for full-wave rectification, alpha 1 and
0.07 root compression. It can be seen in this figure that the results for 4th order 1-D digital
filter outperforms the other filters in all conditions. This could be explained by noting that a
4th order 1-D digital Butterworth filter has a more gradual roll-off than the other two cases.
However, we have shown in the previous section that these results still under-perform when




In [11] Ravindran et al. proposed a series of biologically-inspired modifications to Mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients that may improve speech recognition results. In this work
we have investigated the effect of each of the proposed modifications in [11] on automatic
speech recognition (ASR) results and have tied the effect of modifications with input SNR
levels. Using the gained insight we provide recommendations for modifications that can
improve ASR results with regards to SNR levels of input.
We have used the same layout as shown in Figure 1 for extracting our features, but we
have investigated each step along the way using multiple scenarios per step in order to gain
insight into its effect on final recognition results. We have looked into the role of window
size, spatial derivative, rectification types, smoothing, down-sampling, compression types
and filter bank types. Furthermore, some modifications have shown stronger effect on final
results than others. For instance, spatial derivative and down-sampling are the least effec-
tive on final results. Whereas, rectification and smoothing are moderately effective. Yet the
most effective and significant modification proves to be compression type and amount.
It is concluded that window size of 10 ms yields roughly the best overall results for
all cases. It is concluded that for low SNR (10 and below) the best results are achieved
by using bandpass filter banks, applying spatial derivative before envelope detection, using
full-wave rectification along with high smoothing in the envelope detector, and utilizing
minimum value for down-sampling and 0.07 for root compression. To achieve best results
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for high SNR input signals (15 and above), if bandpass filter banks are being used, we rec-
ommend removing spatial derivative, using half-wave rectification and less smoothing in
the envelope detector, minimum value for down-sampling and 0.07 for root compression.
Having said that, for high SNR signals MFCCs outperform bandpass filter bank imple-
mentations even with above recommended modifications. Hence, in cases of high SNRs
we recommend using modified MFCCs, in which log compression is replaced with 0.07
root compression. For best results in clean speech, we recommend using MFCCs with log
compression. Table 2 shows our final recommendations for achieving best ASR results
depending on input SNR levels.
Table 2: Recommendations
Clean MFCCs with log compression
High SNR (15 and above) MFCCs with 0.07 root compression
Low SNR (10 and below) Bandpass filter banks,
Spatial derivative before envelope detection,
Full-wave rectification,
High smoothing,
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